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Man's presence in space has been limited by the availability of reliable

lightweight sources of power. Over the course of the last 30 years, a variety of" !

space nuclear power systems have been designed and, in some cases, built and

flown. Although a number of technology issues effect the overall performance of

these systems, technical issues associated with the materials of construction have

most often been a major limitation in obtaining the desired system performance

goals. This paper will review selected materials limitations associated with the

three major nuclear power systems being considered at this time: radioisotope

power, nuclear reactor, and nuclear propulsion systems.

RADIOISOTOPE POWER SYSTEM. Radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs)

are the most successful nuclear power system deployed by the United States.

At this time, the U.S. has successfully launched 35 RTG power units on 19

different missions. The most recent successes were the launch of the RTG-

powered Galileo and Ulysses missions on October 1989 and November of 1990,

respectively.

Seventy-two plutonia pellets serve as the heat source for a single RTG power

system. Each pellet is encapsulated in an iridium alloy specifically

developed for this application. The encapsulated fuel is contained in a

number of carbon/carbon composite components, which were designed to serve

as the primary containment body of the fuel pellets in any accident

scenario.

The thermal power from the radioisotope heat source is directed through 572

Si-Ge thermoelectric devices that convert the heat energy to electrical

energy. The remaining heat is radiated to space through an aluminum alloy

radiator.
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NUCLEAR REACTOR SYSTEM. Space Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP 10A) was

the only nuclear reactor system launched by the U.S. prior to

termination of all space reactor power programs In 1973. In 1983,

work on reactor power systems was reinitiated with the start of the

SP-1OO Project.

Although a number of materials challenges are being pursued on the

SP-100 Project, the selection of the principal high-temperature

structural alloy for this system was an important decision for the

Project. At the onset of the Project, an effort was initiated to

review all candidate refractory alloys that could be considered for

the SP-1OO application. Through an extensive review of niobium-,

tantalum-, molybdenum-, and tungsten-based alloys, the Project

selected niobium-based alloys for SP-100 structural applications.

Although the niobium-based alloys cannot operate at temperatures as

high as the other candidates, this family of alloys was considered the

most technically mature, thereby offering the lowest technical risk to

this Project. Specifically, the niobium-based alloy Nb-lZr was

considered the best candidate on the basis of its extensive mechanical

properties data base; successful experience in the design,

fabrication, and operation of high-temperature liquid-metal systems;

and favorable fuel compatibility experience.

NUCLEAR PROPULSION SYSTEMS. The U.S. is now considering the

initiation again of a space nuclear propulsion program. Such a

nuclear propulsion device will be critical if our country attempts to

send men to the moon on a permanent basis and to Mars for periodic

short-term exploration missions. At this time, two concepts are being

considered. The first is nuclear electric propulsion (NEP), which

will utilize a nuclear reactor to generate electric power in the tens

of megawatts range which will power electric thruster devices. The

second approach is nuclear thermal propulsion (NTP), which will use a

nuclear reactor to heat cryogenic hydrogen to temperatures ranging

from 2500 to 3500 K.

Achievement of the power to weight performance goal required for NEP

systems will require the NEP reactor to operate at temperatures 200 to



300 K hotter than those proposed for the SP-100 Project. This will

require the development and qualification of new refractory material

systems. Achievement of the operational goals of the NTP system will

require the design of a lightweight power system with structural

materials capable of 6 to 10 h of operation in hot hydrogen at

temperatures of 2500 to 3500 K.

Extensive development and qualification of coatings capable of

protecting structural alloys, ceramic composites, and/or carbon/carbon

composites from hot hydrogen will be required.

A list of technologies critical in achieving our historical goals in the area of

space nuclear power would certainly include the development and qualification of

reliable high-temperature materials. Advances in the area of materials technology

have allowed steady progress in the successful RTG program while significant

progress is being made in the SP-100 Project. Efforts are underway now to define

and implement a focused program that will address and resolve the materials issues

associated with achievement of the goals of the space nuclear propulsion program.
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